Agenda
Minnesota 1837 Fisheries Committee
October 30, 2017, 10:00am
Fond du Lac Resource Management Building, Cloquet

1. Welcome and Introductions
2. Meeting purpose (Leadership Team)
3. Agenda approval
4. Approval of August minutes & discussion on timeframe/process for future minutes
5. Harvest update
   a. State (Eric)
   b. Bands (Ben)
   c. Other
6. Fall Assessment Results for Walleye
   a. State (Eric) GN/EF/Forage results
   b. Bands (Mark) EF results
7. Discuss Fall 2017 gillnet benchmarks for walleye relative to Walleye Recovery Decision Tree
   a. Mature spawning stock
   b. Juvenile recruitment index
8. Preliminary model estimates
9. Initial discussions on status of the 2018 fishery
10. Modeling Subgroup Update:
    a. Discussion on key questions that subgroup needs feedback on for Recovery Plan: fishery
       related goals, management tools, timeframe
11. Other updates
12. Identify steps to prepare for January meeting
13. Open discussion
14. Adjourn